
How these new energies expand the 
awareness of the Mission of the Netherlands 

and your own soul Purpose!! 

A Sacred Spaces Event with 
Jhadten Jewall (Canada) 

Boekel, Netherlands
October 6-7, 2018

Contact Ine Suiker
0031 65 268 1795

info@aardeschool.nl

To register please contact:

Ine Suiker
0031 65 268 1795

info@aardeschool.nl

Times: 
Saturday 6 October, 10:00 - 18:00 
& Sunday 7 October, 10:00 - 16:00

Venue:

Ine Suiker,
Bezuidenhout 1
5427 ER Boekel

Cost: 

Saturday €155,--
Saturday and Sunday €270,--

During his time in the Netherlands Jhadten
will have time to do a limited number of  soul
readings. They are one hour long, recorded on

CD and cost €175,--
Please contact Ine to book an

appointment.

For more information on Jhadten
www.sacredspaces.net

Jhadten Jewall

Jhadten Jewall (*1951) studied linguistics, 
literature, philosophy 
and education in Basel.  He lived in 
Switzerland for 10 years and in Japan for 
8 years. He has taught at university and 
studied Zen as well as delving deeply into 
the metaphysical world of  knowledge.  
His training in the metaphysical world 
consists of crystal healing, shamanism 
and various modes of vibrational healing, 
work with aboriginal cultures; he has also 
learned to channel and work vibrationally 
with groups  to activate the structures of 
the future within.  Jhadten lives in Canada 
and teaches world wide as well as guiding sacred journeys.   He is 
an avid sound healer  and produces CDs and tapes to that purpose.  
Jhadten is a talented facilitator with a great sense of humor.  He 
knows how to teach undogmatically and emphasizes the need for 
the pursuit of personal truth in all matters.
Jhadten perceives energy intuitively and has learned to draw close 
approximations of what he sees.  Love”. Below : the Energies of 
2018
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The New Crystalline 
Frequencies of the Heart



The frequencies of the Goddess has 
increased in 2018 and this has led to 
a huge transformation in the heart. 

During my stay in Holland in the spring 
of 2018 I also experienced an initiation 

with Lightbeings from a planet of 
crystalline frequencies.

This initiation has blossomed in my 
heart and continues to do so. I would 

so love

to share these experiences with you, 
as I feel they will assist everyone in 

deepening

the gentleness, the tenderness and 
the compassion of the heart. Quan Yin 

and Sanat Kumara will be assisting 
in this activation as well as the new 
frequencies of the Elohim angels, 
Perseus and Rodakina. These new 

crystalline vibrations of the Heart are 
so exquisite and refined, they can 
shine new light upon the Mission of 

the Netherlands on a global scale and 
on the personal soul purpose of each 

participant as well. This is very exciting 
to be more aware of our roles on Earth 

in this incarnation.

In various initiations, Jhadten guides 
participants into the experience of 

these new energies of their souls, that 
perhaps they have never experienced 
in a physical embodiment before. The 
work with sound and partner exercises 

will deepen these experiences and 
make them more lasting. It is crucial 

to integrate these experiences as tools 
into our everyday lives.

There are two qualities that are 
central to the experience of these 

new energies. The first is a new kind 
of silence that seems to accompany 
us like a good friend throughout the 
day without ever really leaving us no 
matter what we are experiencing. The 
second is a gentle sweet motivating 

enthusiasm that carries us effortlessly 
through all of our daily chores no 

matter how challenging. The highlight 
perhaps of all of these experiences is a 
new connection with the Earth Realms 

and a more expanded connection 
through the crown chakra to all of 

our soul energy, interdimensional and 
multifaceted.

You will also experience a new level 
of awareness within the crystalline 
structures of the Cities of Light and 

the crystal Matrix of the Purpose of the 
Netherlands on a global scale.

The City of Light Deurne will also be 
activated in this workshop. This will 
enable the expansion into these new 
frequencies of crystalline Radiance!

Namaste.
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